Revolution Swivel Utility Chair
https://vital.net.au/products/chairs-lift-recliner-adjustable-mobile/adjustable-height-chairs/revolution-swivelutility

The Revolution Chair incorporates a unique, patented “swiv-L-slide” mechanism allowing easy user access
to the chair, then gliding close to a table edge. The chair legs remain fixed and stable at all times.
The chair seat turns left or right to accommodate its user. It then slowly turns to face the table and gradually
slides forward until the user is a comfortable distance from the table edge. When the user wishes to exit the
chair, a tab on the side of the seat is lifted and the seat smoothly slides back from the table. Then, the seat
rotates away from the table and the user exits the chair.
No more “hopping”• chairs up to the table. Patients and residents can seat themselves and don’t require
assistance which supports independence and dignity.
Product Code: REVO
Price: $1,152.00

Features:
- Reduces OH&S risk for staff
- Safe and easy to usHelps maintain independence
- Seat rotates AND slides forward
- Unique “swiv-L-slide” mechanism
- Australian made
- Unique patented design

Specifications:
Weight capacity: 120kg
Seat width: 450mm

Seat depth: 485mm
Overall width: 685mm
Overall depth: 560mm
Product weight: 18.5kg

Shipping Information:
Delivery is available throughout Australia for all online purchases. Free In-Store Pick Up is available
from our Forster, Taree and Port Macquarie showrooms.
Delivery fees for small items start at $12 and vary depending on the product size and delivery destination.
Fees are calculated in the Review & Payment section prior to checkout.
Delivery timeframe is subject to product availability.
If you require your item(s) urgently please contact Vital Living on 02 6581 2400 or via email
customerservice@vital.net.au prior to completing your online purchase to check stock availability and
estimated delivery timeframe.
Free delivery is available for certain purchases over $250 for online orders only. Conditions apply*
depending on delivery destination and you will be notified of any delivery fees in the Review & Payment
section prior to checkout.
Click here for more detailed shipping information

